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Message from Our Section Chair
Welcome!  With the new season now in full   
swing, we are enjoying another great year of 
GHASNT meetings and functions. We have                                        
ushered in a few changes this year: our meeting
location is at a new venue, our scholarship 
program has been reimaged, and we’ve started 
an all new way of communicating and assuring 
our members they are all getting the most out of 
what GHASNT and ASNT has to offer.

I am truly excited and honored this year to be your        
Section Chair and being associated with the best group                   
of people in our industry. From our NDT students to 
our  PhD’s and all in between, our member diversity is                     
second to none, while the opportunities in the Houston 
area far surpass any other region. Even with the downturn 
in the market we are all facing, our group and
future remains stronger than ever.

We want everyone to come out to our meetings and
functions this year and experience the positive 
influence and camaraderie of being with people 
of  like minds with a passion for NDT and the           
advancement of our profession. Come out, get                           
involved and reap the rewards of being a member of 
the greatest ASNT section in the world.

Tim Roach
GHASNT Section Chair (2016 – 2017)

Contact
Tim Roach can be reached at:
troach@tenaris.com or
(936) 523-3150

A Historic Place for a Historic Move
For the 2016/17 season, GHASNT has moved to
downtown Houston for its monthly meetings.

ASNT…Creating a safer world

Continued on Page 13
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This article was in the July/August 2016 Issue of Inspectioneering Journal

Introduction
Auto-ignition of ultrasonic couplants during NDT thickness 
gauging and corrosion mapping at high temperature is increasing 
in frequency and is a Major Hazard Event (MHE) concern.  Auto-
ignition is an unexpected, dangerous and often costly event for 
which inspectors are neither trained nor equipped to respond 
effectively.  The potential for personnel injury, operations 
disruption, and facility damage mandates a reduction in the 
potential for auto-ignition to “As Low As Reasonably Practicable” 
(ALARP).

Fires from auto-ignition incidents have resulted in emergency 
shut-downs, inspector panic reactions, and injury to personnel, 
plant and equipment.  This article details the basis for the lack of 
understanding about the potential for ultrasonic couplant auto-
ignition and outlines an ALARP operating practice for mitigation.

Ultrasonic Couplants and Auto-Ignition
Couplant used in ultrasonic testing (UT) facilitates sound energy 
transmission between the transducer and the object being 
inspected.  Even a thin air gap between the transducer and 
the object will prevent sufficient sound energy transmission.  
Thickness gauging and corrosion mapping are often conducted at 
temperatures between 500°and 1000°F (250° and 550°C) where 
auto-ignition of the couplant may occur.  Ultrasonic transducers 
and instruments capable of operating at temperatures up to 
950°F (510°C) are routinely used, and development programs are 
targeting new designs with capabilities up to 1100°F (590°C).

The auto-ignition temperature of a substance is the lowest 
temperature at which it will spontaneously ignite in normal 
atmosphere without an external source of ignition, such as a 
flame or spark.  ASTM E659 is the most widely accepted standard 
for determining auto-ignition temperatures.  Many commercial 
laboratories cannot test auto-ignition above 1000°F; however, 
forensic fire laboratories can provide testing above 1300°F.  
When ultrasonic couplants are exposed to temperatures above 
their auto-ignition temperature, they can self-ignite.  While auto-
ignition can occur under most conditions, it most commonly 
occurs in enclosed or semi-enclosed areas, such as inspection 
ports.  The United States has over 1 MILLION inspection ports in 
use in over 130 operating refineries.  An estimated 15% of these 
ports are in use at temperatures above 700°F.  Inspection ports 
have been used in the US since the mid-90’s, with temperature 

capabilities reaching 1200°F (650°C). 
Couplant manufacturers address auto-ignition risk by specifying 
the Operating Range of high-temperature ultrasonic couplants, 
with the following considerations:

 - Auto-ignition temperature of the couplant.

 - Limitations in performance from vaporization of the base 
fluid, and the melting point of a plastic polymer, when incorporated 
into couplant. 
  • In the event of couplant auto-ignition, plastic powder, if 
incorporated into the formulation, will ignite and the fire becomes 
more difficult to extinguish.

 - Product liability considerations.

Some high-temperature couplants in use today were developed 
40 years ago and have been owned by as many as five different 
manufacturers. Formulas, manufacturing methods, and/or test 
methods have changed, often resulting in operating ranges lower 
than when the couplants were initially introduced. However, the 
product names have remained the same.  In addition, there are 
obsolete datasheets on distributor websites and in customer files 
which are no longer correct and can be misleading.

Figure 1.  Ultrasonic Testing Couplants.

The only operating range and auto-ignition temperature that can 
be presumed to be accurate are those marked on the product and 
on the SDS (safety data sheet) accompanying the product or on 
the manufacturer’s website.  Many high-temperature couplants 

Auto-Ignition of Ultrasonic Couplants
During Thickness Gauging and Corrosion Mapping

 Mitigating HSE and MHE Risk
By: Gene Larson, ECHO Ultrasonics

Inspectioneering Journal article (continued on page 3)
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have neither their operating range nor auto-ignition temperature indicated on the product label, and some do not have the operating 
range or auto-ignition temperature on the SDS / MSDS.  

This ambiguity is further complicated with some couplants by a restriction on the manufacturer’s datasheet against use in an “enclosed 
or semi-enclosed area” such as inspection ports.  This safety limitation is often not reflected on the couplant label or on the SDS/MSDS.

The following table compiled from manufacturers’ published data lists the initial and current (highlighted) operating ranges and port 
restrictions for most high-temperature ultrasonic couplants.

    Table 1. UT Couplant Manufacturers’ Published Data. 

Inspectioneering Journal article (continued on page 4)

Inspectioneering Journal article (continued from page 2)

Couplant Auto Ignition 
Temperature 

Initial Manufacturer 
Specified Operating 

Range °F 

Current (5.16.16) 
Manufacturer 

Specified Operating 
Range °F 

Manufacturer’s 
Limitation for Confined 

Space (inspection 
ports) 

Current (5.16.16) 
Markings on  product 

VersaSonic® 
788⁰F 

420⁰C 
Not specified 

-10° to 750°F 

Thickness & flaw 

None - Same as 
operating range Operating range 

Sono® 600 788°F / 420°C T Gage 0° to 600°F 
0° to 700°F thickness 

50° to 500°F flaw 
< 439°F 

Refer to SDS 
prior to use 

(no data on SDS) 

Sono® 900 770°F / 410°C T Gage 600° to 900°F 600° to 680°F 

< 460°F 

Below min operating 
range 

Refer to SDS 
prior to use 

Sono® 950 849°F / 454°C 

 

T Gage 600° to 950°F 

 

600° to 760°F 

< 435°F 

Below min operating 
range 

Refer to SDS 
prior to use 

Sono® 1100 862°F / 461°C 

 

T Gage 700° to 1100°F 

 

700° to 775°F 

< 455°F 

Below min operating 
range 

Refer to SDS 
prior to use 

Pyrogel® 100 894°F / 479°C T Ga. – 50° to +800° F 

-50° to 805°F 
thickness 

0 to 600F flaw 

< 559°F Refer to SDS 
prior to use 

EchoTherm™ 
Above 1300°F 

Above 704°C 
700° to 1200°F 700° to 1000°F None - Same as 

operating range 
Operating Range and 

Auto Ignition 

EchoTherm™ 

Extreme 

Above 1300°F 

Above 704°C 
-40° to 1250°F 

 

-40° to 1250°F 

 

None - Same as 
operating range 

Operating Range and 
Auto Ignition 
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Changes in operating ranges over the decades illustrates the need 
for utilizing current data in the selection of a high-temperature 
couplants.  The couplant selection process is complicated when 
the current operating range for the product is not marked on the 
container or tube, nor listed on the SDS / MSDS.   Additionally, 
when the product datasheet restricts the use of the couplant in 
enclosed or semi-enclosed areas (such as ports) to under the 
flash point, this restriction is often not captured on the product 
label or SDS.
Reducing the risk of Auto-Ignition during UT to ALARP requires 
careful selection of high temperature ultrasonic couplants with 
an operating range appropriate for the temperature of the object 
being inspected and insuring that any and all restrictions on the 
use of the couplant is clearly labeled on the product and SDS. 

Reducing the Risk of Auto-Ignition 
 1. Check the Package:  Look for the manufacturer’s specified 
operating range on the couplant container. The container must 
also carry any restrictions for use, such as in ports, enclosed or 
semi enclosed areas.

 2. If the operating range is not on the container, refer to 
SDS/MSDS for auto-ignition temperature and for the specified 
operating range and mark it on the container. If the operating 
range is not listed on the SDS, refer to the product data sheet, and 

mark the operating range and restrictions on the container. This 
indicates that the inspector is aware of the operating range and 
restrictions.

 3. Determine the Temperature of the Test Object
• Factor in the accuracy of the temperature measurement device
 
 
  

Figure 2. Temperature Measurement Tools.

4. DO NOT PROCEED IF…
 • The operating range is NOT clearly marked on the container. 
 • The test object is ABOVE the operating range.
 • There are restrictions on the product, such as its use in  
    ports, enclosed or semi enclosed areas, that will be
    violated by the inspection.

Inspectioneering Journal article (continued from page 3)
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Fall 2016 Educational
Ultrasonic Phased Array Crack Sizing

GHASNT held its Fall Educational Course at 
San Jacinto College Central Campus on September 27, 2016

Attended by 14 students, this year’s Fall program featured classroom and hands-on instruction taught by GHASNT’s own John Nyholt, 
an industry leader in the field. CEU credit was awarded to those seeking education units.

For More Information
Including plans for the Spring 2017 Educational,

please contact John Nyholt at: john.nyholt@sjcd.edu or (713) 594-1746

Program Type Method Name 
ACCP Level II  MT, PT  Ajith Antony Elanjickal
ACCP Level II  MT , PT Devin Clair
ACCP Level II  VT Edward N Martin
ACCP Level II  VT Mark Wadzeck
ACCP Level III UT David M Hagan
ACCP Level III MT, PT, VT Garrett W Ehler
ACCP Level III UT Jeffery K Vinyard
ASNT NDT Level III  MT, PT Christopher Ryan D’Angelo
ASNT NDT Level III  MT, PT Steven Pyontek
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Zaur Taghiyev
ASNT NDT Level III  VT Justin Bouis
ASNT NDT Level III  VT Roger M Cobb
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Enrique Munoz
ASNT NDT Level III  RT Craig R Spurling
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Chase David
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Jacob Daniel Garza
ASNT NDT Level III  ET Sean David Hertzog
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Mehdi Matinfar
ASNT NDT Level III  RT William H Bobbitt
ASNT NDT Level III  MT Devon J Robotham
ASNT NDT Level III  UT Keith G Wilson

Professional Progress
Well done! GHASNT would like to congratulate the following section members

as new certificate holders for June – October 2016. 

• XRF/PMI ANALYZERS

• UT THICKNESS GAGES

• UT, PA, ECT FLAW DETECTORS

• VIDEOSCOPES

For a limited time, receive a discount equal to 1 month’s rental  
fee toward the purchase of an Olympus instrument.

Olympus Rentals is registered to ISO 9001; ISO 14001; OHSAS 18001.

www.olympus-ims.com/rentals

Rental only avaliable in the U.S.A.

rentals@olympus-ossa.com 
or call 24/7: 1-281-922-9300
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The University of Ultrasonics (UUT) has 
provided advanced Ultrasonics skills training 
for tomorrow’s Ultrasonic, Phased Array and 
TOFD inspectors in a high-level learning 
environment since 1988. UUT is now bringing 
that expertise to its new Houston office, which 
is staffed with experienced, highly-trained, 
field-qualified Ultrasonic training experts also 
capable of teaching any class at your job site.

HOUSTON,

THE
TEACHERS

HAVE
LANDED

University of Ultrasonics
12805 Gulf Freeway
Houston, TX 77034
Call +1-832-217-9335
UniversityofUltrasonics.comBROADEN YOUR

UT SPECTRUM™

COURSES OFFERED
  •   Advanced UT Skill Training
  •   Introduction to Phased Array
  •   Advanced UT Detection and Flaw   
 Characterization
  •   Advanced Phased Array for Weld Inspection
  •   Advanced UT Crack Sizing
  •   Advanced Phased Array for Crack Sizing  
 and Flaw Dimensioning
  •   Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD)
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Ready, Set, Scholarship!
Continuing its long history of promoting and encouraging the study 
of nondestructive testing (NDT) as a profession, GHASNT is set to 
award a record number of scholarships this year to provide financial 
assistance to individuals pursuing a program of study at a college, 
university or NDT training facility within the Houston area which 
leads to a degree or certificate in NDT. Other welding, engineering, 
and science-related programs utilizing NDT disciplines may also 
be considered.

The Charles N. Sherlock
Memorial Scholarship
This award memorializes the late Charles N. Sherlock, colleague 
and friend to many members of the Greater Houston Section. To 
be eligible, applicants must enroll in an NDT related course at a 
University or College.

ELIGIBILITY 
To be eligible, the applicant must enroll in a NDT related course at: 
(A) Junior College, (B) NDT training facility or school, (C) computer/
on-line training course. Note: The scholarship committee will 
consider an award to a member of the Greater Houston Section 
applying for an award for any available NDT training course.
 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
A scholarship and a one (1) year membership to ASNT will be 
awarded to individuals selected by the GHASNT Scholarship 
Committee. The applicant shall comply with all the procedures and 
rules set forth by the Greater Houston Section of ASNT. The award 

amount will be for the cost of the training course but may not 
exceed $2,500.00. The awarded individuals may be requested to 
attend and give a presentation at GHASNT’s annual student night. 

The Gerald E. Smith
Memorial Scholarship
This award memorializes the late Gerald E. Smith, colleague and 
friend to many members of the Greater Houston Section. To be 
eligible, applicants must enroll in an NDT related course at a 
University or College.

ELIGIBILITY 
To be eligible, the applicant must enroll in a NDT related course at 
a university or college. 

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
A scholarship and a one (1) year membership to ASNT will be 
awarded to individuals selected by the GHASNT Scholarship 
Committee. The applicant shall comply with all the procedures and 
rules set forth by the Greater Houston Section of ASNT. The award 
amount will be for the cost of the training course but may not 
exceed $5,000.00. The awarded individuals may be requested to 
attend and give a presentation at GHASNT’s annual student night.

How to Submit a Scholarship Application
Visit www.asnthouston.com/scholarships

to download an application. 

Please submit completed application electronically to 
jf65027jf@yahoo.com or return the application with

required supporting documentation to:

Scholarship Award Chairman
Greater Houston Section of ASNT

P.O. Box 2602
Houston, Texas 77252
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Your one stop shop for your NDT Rentals
- UT Systems
- MFE Scanners
- UT Wall Crawlers
- Videoscopes
- PMI and more
- Daily, Weekly, Monthly and long term
- Free Delivery in Houston Area

5041 Spencer Hwy , #107
Pasadena, TX 77505
(832) 230-4650
 www.mferentals.com

Bryan Duke
Sales Manager

Cell - (281) 851-0885
Email: bduke@mferentals.com

 
www.ndttechnicalservices.com 

Phone: (281) 341-0469 
Houston, TX 

 
Personnel Qualification  Procedure Preparation 
QA/QC  3rd Party Arbitration  Expert Witnessing 

 
MT, PT, UT, VT, LT, RT, RTR, & 

Radiographic Film Interpretation Training Programs 
 

A highly technical services firm providing specialized NDT 
consultations and customized training programs.  Let us design a 
technical training program or consulting service to meet your needs. 
 

 

info@eddyfi.com
812 W 13th Street, Deer Park, TX 77536-3166, UNITED STATES

Scientific Solutions Group

Technical Sales Representative
NDT Products
JEFF BAXTER

OLYMPUS AMERICA INC.
12569 Gulf Freeway
Houston, TX 77034  USA
Customer Service: +1 (800) 225-8330
Mobile: +1 (281) 743-3190
jeffrey.baxter@olympus-ossa.com

Scientific Solutions Group

Technical Sales Representative
NDT Products
JERRY ROLAND

OLYMPUS AMERICA INC.
12569 Gulf Freeway
Houston, TX 77034  USA
Customer Service: +1 (800) 225-8330
Mobile: +1 (281) 636-5363
jerry.roland@olympus-ossa.com

Global Provider 
of Custom & Code Specific 

Flawed Specimens for Training, 
Qualification, and Procedure 

Development

 (704) 795 4401      Concord, NC USAwww.FlawTech.com
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Dear GHASNT Members:

This is a good question that many of us face almost daily, 
especially for volunteering our time to organizations.  
What are the thoughts that we use to determine the 
decision, should I or should I not?  We must make 
the decision if the volunteering is worth the cause, 
time and sometimes the expense. I believe the most 
important justification in determining the decision is 
deciding if there are benefits to the volunteering?  As a 
past volunteer serving on the Board of Directors for our 
Greater Houston Section and the American Society for 
Nondestructive Testing, I want to share some benefits 
that I received with you. 
 
First was the opportunity to build a relationship with 
other professionals in our NDT community.   The 
relationships have turned into lifelong friendships which 
have grown.  The more I volunteer, the more I work 
with people that provide me friendship and sources 
for information that I can use to help be better with 
the daily tasks that I’m confronted with.  There is the 
opportunity to meet leaders, business contacts, and to 
expand relationships which do not ordinarily occur.

You have the opportunity to work with other professionals 
in our industry who have the same responsibilities.  
Here is an opportunity to share beliefs and viewpoints 
to help better your knowledge and to improve what 
you do on a daily basis. In volunteering, you can build 
an exposure that reveals who you are.   You become 
visible and build a reputation which can seen through 
the organization in which you are volunteering.  This 
reputation separates you from the normal, making you 
a unique individual.

You gain experience, skills and discipline that may 
not be available in your current or daily position of 
employment.  You can have the opportunity to provide 
leadership, planning tasks, management of tasks 
which better the organization, communications, and 
speaking.  All these help make you a better person in 
your community and work environment.

 
As you grow with the experiences of volunteering, 
you become more confident and have better self 
awareness. You will have a better understanding about 
your values, weaknesses, strengths and beliefs.
   
Last of all, sharing your experience can make a 
difference to others.  You will have a personnel 
satisfaction when your experience and passion can 
help another person grow in knowledge and skills 
which in our NDT industry “makes the world a safer 
place to be in”.

Should I, or should I not, get involved?  Keep in mind 
there are many benefits in volunteering, many are 
common and some are very personal.  Leaders of 
organizations must always welcome those who want to 
volunteer and have a place where the volunteer can get 
involved.  Over the many years that I’ve been involved 
with GHASNT and ASNT, I have been rewarded with 
friends and knowledge that has helped me become the 
person that I am.  In looking back, I cherish the rewards 
that I’ve received. 

Sincerely,

Jerry Fulin

Should I, or should I not, get involved?
An Open Letter to the GHASNT Membership

Contact:
Jerry Fulin can be reached at:

jf65027jf@yahoo.com or (346) 234-9685
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ALX INDUSTRIES LLC
2204 CATALINA DR.
PASADENA, TX 77503

832-767-2467

ALXINDUSTRIES.COM

SPENT PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS 
REFINING & DISPOSAL

INDUSTRIAL & MEDICAL X-RAY 
FILM RECYCLING 

INDUSTRIES
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ASNT Handbook Project
NDT in the Petrochemical Industry

ASNT has been assembling a new handbook, NDT in the Petrochemical Industry. Here in Houston, we have the 
largest group of NDT inspectors and practitioners in the petrochemical industry in the United States who provide 
their service each and every day.  You the NDT inspectors and practitioners have the NDT knowledge and the 
expertise in the industry.  We are asking that you provide your knowledge and expertise input into this handbook 
endeavor. If you have knowledge, write procedures, or provide NDT services in any of the subjects you can 
provide the needed input. All who provide the data input will be recognized in the handbook.

For More Information
Including a detailed list of topics to be covered, 

please contact Jerry Fulin at: jf65027jf@yahoo.com or (346) 234-9685

Access Plug Flange, Inc.

15603 West Hardy, Suite 355
Houston, TX 77060

Office: (713) 691-0899
(800) 929-0732

Fax: (713) 691-3699
Cell: (832) 731-4722

www.inspectionplug.com
cwebb@inspectionplug.com

Christopher Webb
Vice President

“The Worldwide Leader In Inspection Port Technology.”
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www.InspectionPlugStrategies.com

Marie Counts-Bradley
mcb@inspectionplugstrategies.com

2437 Bay Area Blvd. #147 | Houston, TX 77058
P: 281-480-4406 | 1-800-914-4406 | F: 281-486-4363
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In a long-awaited move, GHASNT has changed the location of 
its monthly meetings. For the 2016/17 season, the historic Hotel 
Icon located at 220 Main Street in downtown Houston was 
selected. GHASNT’s Director-at-Large Bonnie Blanchard and 
Treasurer John Huffman led the relocation effort and explain the 
big change.

GHASNT: Our section was a monthly fixture at Brady’s Landing near the 
Ship Channel for more than a decade.   Why move?

BONNIE: Brady’s was a great location for us for many years. It was 
a tough decision to leave. Houston is a big city, growing all the time, 
and it’s a very spread out city. By moving our meetings downtown 
this season, we wanted to attract the members that are located on 
the North, West, & East side of Houston.  Pasadena is still the hub for 
all the petrochemical & refineries plants.  However, by having our 
meetings downtown, we are giving the companies that are located in 
the Energy corridor, Spring, Woodlands & Baytown easier access to 
attend the meetings after work.   
Our chapter is the largest in the U.S.; we have on record 1,200+ 
members. There is no way to accommodate that many people, but 
we wanted to also reach out to other members in addition to the ones 
based in the southwest quantum. We’ve been discussing this move 
for a long time.

GHASNT: So, it sounds like monthly meetings are still a great place to 
meet up with fellow NDT-ers throughout the Greater Houston area?

JOHN: Yes, definitely. Our members can head to the meeting after 
work to enjoy a nice dinner and drinks with NDT colleagues. They 
can even earn ASNT recertification points for attending the technical 
presentation given by one of the many great speakers we have lined 
up this season.

GHASNT: Finding a new location turned out to be a big challenge.  
Why was that?

BONNIE: There were many considerations in our search criteria 
including finding a reasonably central location as well as making 
sure the place fit our needs in terms of space and providing an 
accommodating and professional staff to host our group.  We also 
wanted the style and overall feel of the location to be comfortable and 
welcoming for our members.

GHASNT: What about the cost?  Did it increase?

JOHN: The cost for the meeting, including dinner, is still $20 for all 
members. 

GHASNT: Is parking difficult downtown?
JOHN: Actually, not at all.  Valet parking is available for members for 
$8 and there is ample street parking for free after 6pm.

GHASNT: Now that a few of GHASNT’s monthly meetings have 
already been at Hotel Icon, what has the feedback of the members 
been so far?  

BONNIE: We are really encouraged by the positive response thus far 
and have gotten many compliments on the choice of location, the 
amenities of the hotel and the historic vibe.  

GHASNT: Will all GHASNT events be held at Hotel Icon from now on?  

JOHN: We will continue to have monthly meetings at Hotel Icon for 
the rest of this season (through Spring 2017) but we are keeping our 
meeting location options open and listening to the feedback of our 
members.

We will continue to host our December Holiday party and April 
Vendors Night at South Shore Harbour Resort in League City, TX.  SSH 
has proven to be a great location for these events. Both are very well 
attended.

ICPIIT Conference, which is held every other year, will be at the 
Galveston Convention Center in May 2017.

Monthly Meetings Move
GHASNT Relocates to Downtown Houston for 2016/17

For More Information:
Please contact Bonnie Blanchard at:

blanchard25@comcast.net or
(281) 678-5722 or John Huffman at:

jrhuffman@oceaneering.com or (713) 443-7841
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GHASNT@ASNT75
Helping ASNT National celebrate its 75th anniversary in style, a cadre of GHASNT members

traveled to this year’s annual conference in Long Beach, CA to proudly accept many
prestigious awards and responsibilities for NDT service and leadership.
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50 Year Member Recognition
Robert Dunn

Robert C. McMaster Gold Medal
David Culbertson

ASNT Fellow
John Chen

Mentoring Award
David Bajula
Gold Award

Greater Houston Section

2016/2017 ASNT President
David Bajula

2016/2017 Technical/Education
Council Director

Danny Keck
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Being Houstonians and NDT-ers, we certainly 
know that the Houston Ship Channel is one of the 
busiest seaports in the United States. 

But, Did You Know?
• The channel is a widened and deepened natural 
watercourse created by dredging Buffalo Bayou and 
Galveston Bay. The channel has been used to move 
goods to sea since at least 1836. By the mid 1900s the 
Port of Houston had established itself as the leading 
port in Texas eclipsing the natural harbors at Galveston 
and Texas City.

• The onset of World War I and the first mechanized 
war’s thirst for oil greatly increased use of the ship 
channel.

• The original watercourse for the channel, Buffalo 
Bayou, has its headwaters 30 miles (48 km) to the west 
of the city of Houston.

• The navigational head of the channel, the most 
upstream point to which general cargo ships can travel, 
is at Turning Basin in east Houston.

• The major public terminals along the channel include 
Turning Basin, Barbours Cut, and Bayport. Many 
private docks are there, as well, including of course 
the ExxonMobil Baytown Complex and the Deer Park 
Complex.

• The channel, periodically widened and deepened to 
accommodate ever-larger ships, is today approximately 
530 feet wide by 45 feet deep by 50 miles long. 

• The islands in the ship channel are part of the 
ongoing widening and deepening project. The islands 
are formed from soil pulled up by dredging, and the salt 
marshes and bird islands are part of the Houston Port 
Authority’s beneficial use and environmental mitigation 
responsibilities.

• The channel has five vehicle crossings: Washburn 
Tunnel, Sidney Sherman Bridge, Sam Houston Ship 
Channel Bridge, popularly known as the Beltway 8 
Bridge; Fred Hartman Bridge connecting La Porte and 
Baytown, Texas; and Lynchburg Ferry.

• The proximity to Texas oilfields led to the establishment 
of numerous petrochemical refineries along the 
waterway. Now the channel and surrounding area 
support the second-largest petrochemical complex in 
the world. 

• While much of the Houston Ship Channel is associated 
with heavy industry, two icons of Texas history are 
also located along its length. The USS Texas (BB-35) 
saw service during both world wars, and is the oldest 
remaining example of a dreadnought-era battleship 
in existence. The nearby San Jacinto Monument 
commemorates the Battle of San Jacinto (1836) in 
which Texas won its independence from Mexico. The 
US Army’s San Jacinto Ordinance Depot was located 
on the channel from 1941–1964.

• The channel was designated a National Civil 
Engineering Landmark by the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) in 1987.

Interesting Facts & Figures
Houston Ship Channel

Sources:
www.wikipedia.com

www.portofhouston.com 
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Chock-full of information, photos and plenty of 
NDT pride, GHASNT new website debuted in time 
to kick-off the 2016/2017 season in September.  

Explaining the rationale behind the upgrade, Deal 
Moore, GHASNT Director–at–Large and Chairman of 
the GHASNT Marketing Committee, explained:  “The 
goal of the new website’s design & content was to 
make our great GHASNT section really come alive! 
We wanted visitors to see and feel the vibrance, 
camaraderie and commitment of our section, while 
having LOTS of information at their fingertips. We even 
added a new on-line shopping feature to make signing 
up and paying for events and sponsorships much 
easier.  

Speaking of our sponsors, we have a section 
showcasing all of them with links to each company’s 
website to learn about their products and services.  It 
is also our central hub for downloading applications for 
scholarships and Technician of the Year, our master 

calendar of events as well as checking out our photo 
gallery which captures so many of our best moments.  

Administratively, we wanted to make sure we had a 
modern technical platform that was cost-effective to 
maintain and easy to keep updated.    There really is 
something for everyone on this new site.  For example, 
when viewing on your desktop/laptop, you can see a 
special video on the home page of a night run on the 
Houston Ship Channel that is really a must see!  We 
encourage all of our members to visit and check back 
often.”

New Season, New Website!
www.asnthouston.com

For More Information
Please contact Deal Moore at:

deal@ndtseals.com or (713) 222-7584 or
Michelle Harnish at

michelle.harnish@we-ndt.com
or (603) 247-4214. 
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Thinking BIG in our small worldThinking BIG in our Small World 
 
December 14, 2016 Holiday Party @ South Shore Harbour 

January 11, 2017 TBA – NASA, Aerospace & NDT 
– asnthouston.com 

January 30 – February 2, 2017 API Inspection Summit – api.org 
February 5, 2017 Super Bowl LI – nfl.com 
February 8, 2017 Danny Keck – Subsea NDT 
February 14-16, 2017 NDTMA Conference – ndtma.org 

March 7-26, 2017 Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo  
– rodeohouston.com 

March 8, 2017 Awards Night – asnthouston.com 
March 13-16, 2017 26th ASNT Research Symposium – asnt.org 
March 26-30, 2017 NACE Corrosion Expo – nace.org 

April 19, 2017 Vendors Night @ South Shore Harbour 
 – asnthouston.com 

April 20, 2017 PMIES Expo & Conference – pmies.org 
April 21, 2017 Golf Outing – asnthouston.com 

May 6, 2017 Spring Educational – asnthouston.com 
Full Matrix Capture Ultrasonic Phased Array 

May 8-9, 2017 NDT of Composites – asnt.org 

May 10, 2017 Jonathan Martinez – Panel Discussion & 
Past Chairs – asnthouston.com 

May 16-20, 2017 ICPIIT – XV – asnthouston.com 

May 23-26, 2017 AFPM Reliability & Maintenance Conference – 
afpm.org 

 



Contact the Greater Houston Section at asnthouston.com or
PO Box 2602, Houston TX 77252-2602 USA

Board Chair Jeff Wagner NDT Quality Assurance LLC 832-930-1145 jeff@ndtqa.com
Section Chair Tim Roach Tenaris 936-523-3150 troach@tenaris.com
Vice Chair Rick Arnett AIP 713-451-6506 ricka@goaip.com
Treasurer John Huffman Oceaneering 713-443-7841 jrhuffman@oceaneering.com
Secretary Becky Judkins GE Oil & Gas 713-518-4128 becky.judkins@ge.com
Director at Large (1 Year) Bonnie Blanchard  281-678-5722 blanchard25@comcast.net
Director at Large (1 Year) Justin Lecourias Team, Inc. 832-623-2050 justin.lecourias@teaminc.com
Director at Large (1 Year) Hunter Thompson Hocker, Inc. 713-464-5829 hunter.thompson@hockerinc.com
Director at Large (2 Years) Jerry Fulin Microalloying International 346-234-9685 jf65027jf@yahoo.com
Director at Large (2 Years) Roger Jordan Turbo Non-Destructive Testing 713-263-4303 roger@turbondt.com
Director at Large (2 Years) Jonathan Martinez PK Technology 979-482-6155 jmartinez@pksti.com
Director at Large (2 Years) Deal Moore NDT Seals, Inc. 713-222-7584 deal@ndtseals.com
Regional Director Dave Bajula Acuren 281-228-0000 dbajula@acuren.com
Arrangements Bonnie Blanchard  281-678-5722 blanchard25@comcast.net
Bylaws John Chen Schlumberger 281-233-5421 jzhchen@hotmail.com
Education John Nyholt  713-594-1746 john.nyholt@sjcd.edu
Financial Oversight Tom Roberts NDT Seals, Inc. 713-222-7584 tom@ndtseals.com
Golf Outing Skip Hoyt  501-209-6582 skiphoyt51@yahoo.com
Historian Jerry Fulin Microalloying International 346-234-9685 jf65027jf@yahoo.com
Membership Stacy Cotie Material Inspection Technology 832-327-1900 stacy@material-inspection.com
Newsletters & Bulletins Michelle Harnish We NDT Marketing Network 603-247-4214 michelle.harnish@we-ndt.com
Nominations Jeff Wagner NDT Quality Assurance LLC 832-930-1145 jeff@ndtqa.com
President’s Points Rick Arnett AIP 713-451-6506 ricka@goaip.com
Program Tim Roach Tenaris 936-523-3150 troach@tenaris.com
Scholarships Jerry Fulin Microalloying International 346-234-9685 jf65027jf@yahoo.com
Sponsors & Calendar Deal Moore NDT Seals, Inc. 713-222-7584 deal@ndtseals.com
Technician of the Year Roger Jordan Turbo Non-Destructive Testing 713-263-4303 roger@turbondt.com
Vendors Night Rick Arnett AIP 713-451-6506 ricka@goaip.com
Web Site Nick Schmoyer Inspectioneering 281-397-7075 nschmoyer@inspectioneering.com

American Society for Nondestructive Testing
Greater Houston Section
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Houston, TX 77252-2602 USA
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